A New Day on Mars

Jena and Jed were drinking breakfast in their Mars home. “I cleaned your spacesuits,” Mom said. “I also put two extra batteries in them. I know you want to have a lot of energy today!”

Four new kids were starting school today. Jena and Jed were excited to show them the school. It was their job to show the new kids how to use the flying machines. They also were excited for the kids to meet the robots at school. “Beep!” The space mobile was waiting. Jena and Jed put on their helmets. They ran outside. They hoped the new kids liked Mars School X-241!
1. Why do Jena and Jed want extra energy?
   a. They are tired.
   b. The new kids are coming.
   c. They were late for school.
   d. They did not have a good breakfast.

2. What can you conclude about Jenna and Jed?
   a. They have dirty spacesuits.
   b. They are aliens.
   c. They are starting a new school.
   d. They are brother and sister.

3. What can you conclude about when the story takes place?
   a. It is in the past.
   b. It happens today.
   c. It is in the future.